St. Paul
Sep 14, '84

My dear Henry,

We misjudged Kant when we concluded that he was not acquainted with figure because he thought that figure would not have the allowable degree of recession as he did the necessary validity of the category of causation. It was a matter of doubt in the value of validity of therefore here Kant must agree with him if was doubt upon the that Kant obfusco. It was to the explanation figure in place of these axioms. Handmaidens add corrected my faulty
So that it is impossible to obtain the cognition of space and time in the same way that one may be able to find the strength of belief in the absence of the force of habit.

If you remember, the next is the only one of the school who has attempted a general exposition of these cognitions and... and take your word for the truth of the attempts.

Kant says that if one had time, his attention to the explanation of these claims he would have felt the necessity of some other explanation than Habit and was what little he knew of Atman. Johnson the statement that the statement correct.

The question of space holds a position in the modern history of philosophy, just as explanation is... the type in the "Mumont Upon the..." immediate perception of utterly change the possibility of the immediate knowledge of the real world. And if people have... and the doctrine of immediate perception may be called the two greatest concepts in modern philosophy. They are the two first internally logical in a plane time of the perception. Alby was I at one or the purely illogical... I had been trying late to analyze the ordered... doctrine of immediate perception. I think it is very important. It is to give the perception of the quality evidence and the perception of space itself to another. In my conscientiousness I am just fixed on for separating the faculties that reason...
with the space about these bodies, and yet upon the orthogonal theory there must be separation. For our sense perception certainly does not perceive space but does perceive extended matter. To say that my perception of space comes by the same faculty as that which is supposed tell me that there is an infinite and absolute sense for very perception of faculties. Space belongs to the aesthetic and should be perceived by the faculties that perceive the abstract. Perception Kant's theory is much superior to this in my judgment as is perception. But I see no escape from the blankest agnosticism. I have been feeling more and more lately the need of the belief in God. There is nothing on this earth that is so surpassing as the sense in the fatherhood of God. It is a feeling that surpasses every other thing. Self and against all odds can make life a real pleasure because it is greater than all other pleasures together. If we could yet the Egyptians born true for serpents should be beautifully represented by Adam's serpent devouring all other the pleasures and passions of ours the meaning of desert and war and until the daily drudgery in the land the daily companion and attendant. A man needs an absorbing passion and nothing can absorb us whole.
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I had to work from murder
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servicing houses of ill-fame). He
is a perfect man of the work of
an uncle which last with
a dagger. I suppose. I do not
know that lies not charge
personally, but I should be very much
surprised to find that was still
the only my opinion. But he is dead
that no moral perception or else
has suppressed them, that would
be seen from being a complete
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At your most such feeling as you describe yourself as living on a certain occasion it made me feel weak as if I had met an incarnation of the world. Still and the devil need was in some way mastered by it. He has more power than that. And my nature revolts against it. I could have read the justice upon the prosperity of the wicked with a презрение что a sense of the inequality of the moral world that such a fellow who had no principle of true nobility in mine was yet happy and the up to be a terrors whilst, little by little, the same habits would be with you. Certain road to destruction are should see nothing but justice in it. My whole nature was devoted to it. I knew that he would get whatever my life and food were that the practical world was pleased him and would side with him if he only be accused. This world were enough for us like a nightmare and has a power which dashes all my philosophy and appreciation into my moral sense and eden into terrible magnificence what unthinkwell! Thought to be superior to cause me my feelings no high above that I could my pity had not accord yet it seem I took refuge, us into gradually up
in me until I feel somewhat ob-
ject. My miserable failure
at Berlin Heights should get
began as the probable result of
my life as far as success is
concerned. I want to be able to
get away from myself to feel
strength, to lift me out of my-
self, to meet my miserable re-
fibrations. I want all the equipa-
tage that can come only from infinite
appreciation pity and strength.

O that I knew when I thought I'd have
that I might come among this peace.

I trust you will understand
this if you don't do not know any-
tbody who will.

I have through then in a
work and a half probably and
nothing before me.

Well goodnight Old Ray
Are all well. Goodnight.
Fair Haven, Minn.
Oct. 16, 1884

My Dear Harry,

I have been impatiently waiting for several months for something from you. And I have been much grieved by its non-appearance. I now thought upon philosophy subjects, read poetry hardly but what it brings you up with it and much of it I have to hear from you. I can not from this write to you, the letter I want to. I am wonder upon a line which is bring farmers from the Red River Valley to Minneapolis it is called the Minneapolis and Pacific
sion because it is very contagious. In the State, I commenced on the 19th of September and shall be in Nurseville in three weeks from now, in all probability, what I shall then have not the District idea. My wages are only sixty 4.00 a month and expenses. As I have to decide which is the best course I don't know. 

I cannot get a good paying job which would hold me without lowering my pay. I believed I was to get 150.00 but those who are here told me they had not heard of it. Some point to come and work in Nurseville and some in Nurseville. I am very laboring at something different. I am going to try it if I can get any money in any other district.

Did you get the Pay rolls? You must be in town. I wish I had been in St. Paul when you came through both for seeing them and visiting our friends. How are the folks at home? How is the family doing? How is the health of Mr. and Mrs. The man who owns the farm? He is the person to ask for the money. I am not sure if I can get anything in this style. I want to adjust the D.D. and get on better. My address is still the same.
Minneapolis
Dec 24/57

My dear Henry,

I have only a moment for a word. Your letter reached me on the boat. Am back in the city. Undecided what to do.

There is an opening for a Latin school here. I thought there might be the right of backing. If James is not too well, could you get the lease for a start. Of course I should secure enough pupils for the scheme to exist. On returning from

Paying expenses first year.

Answer instantly. Will write about myself in a day or two.
With a great deal of love,

347 West
Minneapolis
Minn.

[Signature]

I enjoyed your mountain experiences greatly. The letter travelled all over the N.W. to reach me.